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Thursday 1st November saw the start to the Twilight races. Series 1 consists of 5 weekly races held 

between November 1st and November 29th. The weather for this week’s race start was very light at 5 

knots from the south. The course set took this into account and was the shortest one available, from 

the start/finish line to the mid-river buoy to Hospital Bay then back to the start/finish line three 

times. Five yachts turned out for the race. These were Sea Gems, French Connection, Sabre, Another 

Girl, Another Planet (AGAP) and a recently arrived in the Huon, the 

Huon pine, forty footer, Moorina. Moorina was a welcome last 

minute entry in the race, with owners Peter and Wendy Lentz 

wanting to get the feel of their boat. The light winds favoured the 

smaller boats. The pursuit start had Moorina starting at 5.55pm and 

through stopping at the jetty to pick up Vice Commodore Wil 

Muere, didn’t cross the start line until 6.01. The next to start was 

Sea Gems at 6.06, Sabre at 6.14, French Connection at 6.24 and 

AGAP at 6.30. 

By the time the yachts had done one lap, 

Sabre was ahead, French Connection, AGAP, 

and Sea Gems all one minute behind each 

other, in that order. Moorina suffered in 

the light winds which was now south west, 

still at 5 knots, and was 18 minutes behind 

the first boat. It became increasingly 

obvious to the race starters that the race 

would have to be shortened to two laps, as 

the wind had become patchy with calm 

areas becoming more frequent. As AGAP 

neared the start/finish line at the end of the 

second lap the race officials shortened the 

course to finish with the current lap. The 

placings were AGAP first, French Connection second, Sabre third, and Sea Gems and Moorina did not 

finish as they were completely becalmed within sight of the finish line. As most of the sailors know 

that we can expect fickle winds at this time of year the vagaries were laughed about back at the 

barbecue afterwards. Hopefully next week will be a little kinder.  

Sunday 4th November the first of the McLaren race series was held. Port Cygnet Sailing Club and the 

Huon Yacht Club combine to compete for this trophy over the season. Sunday’s race started at PCSC 

at 12 noon with fourteen yachts starting. Saturday’s wild weather had eased and the race got under 

with 10 knot NW breeze. By the time they all reached Brooks Bay the boats had strong gusty winds 

and confused seas. All the crews had their work cut out for them and when some of the boats 

experienced gear breakage, many made the decision to retire from the race.  

By 1.30pm the race officials at the finish 

line at HYC, spotted the first sails of the 

leading boats, unaware of the conditions 

they had been having. At Port Huon the 

wind was gusting from NW to SW at 10-15 

knots. Once clear of Brabizon Point the 

boats, had to tack numerous times to 

reach the finish line. Disgratziato from 
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PCSC crossed the line ahead of the fleet at 2.11pm to be followed 14 minutes later by Another Girl, 

Another Planet (AGAP). French Connection was next to cross at 2.36 then Heritage at 3.02 and finally 

Moorina at 3.31. Unfortunately trimaran Fleetwing from PCSC misunderstood the sailing instructions 

and even though being well ahead of the fleet, they turned at Brabizon Point, thinking that they 

were to return to PCSC from there to finish. Undoubtedly they would have crossed the line first but 

for this mistake. Such a disappointment for the crew I’m sure. The handicap positions were no 

different from the line positions. Therefore placings were Disgratziato first, AGAP second, French 

Connection third, Heritage fourth, and Moorina fifth.  

Thursday 8th November is the next Twilight race and Saturday 10th is the second Harbour race which 

is to Surges Bay. We must be due for some SE sea breezes by then! 

 


